
 
October 21st, 2019 

This week’s briefing  

 
Hello everyone,  

Welcome back from the weekend, in case you missed it, here’s a quick recap of 
what’s happened in the last week, including US troops staying in Syria, a possible 
election in Palestine, and mass protests in Lebanon and Chile.  

Plus: A brief update on the Bolivian and Canadian elections.  
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The US may leave troops in Syria to protect the Oil 
Fields 

 
Syrian-Kurds pelting American troops with potatoes as they leave the city of Qamishli.  

Defense Secretary Mark Esper announced on Monday that the U.S. may leave some 
troops behind to secure oil fields from a ‘resurgent’ Islamic State.  

What it means: 
● The announcement comes just days after a U.S. brokered cease-fire in Ras al-Ayn, a 

border town between Syria and Turkey which has been a major battle zone since 
Turkey launched its invasion on Oct. 9.  

● Over the last few weeks, Turkey and the U.S. have gone back and forth over an 
agreed upon “safe zone” along the Syria-Turkish border which would entail removing 
the Kurdish fighters stationed along it.  

○ The Kurds have long been U.S. allies until recently, when Donald Trump 
betrayed them by removing U.S. troops from the region, giving Turkey an 
opening to grab more territory from the Kurdish people.  

● Defense Secretary Esper emphasized that the proposal to leave a small number of 
troops in eastern Syria- between 200 and 300- was intended to give the president 
“maneuver room” and wasn’t final. 

● We’ll know more in the coming days as the cease-fire comes to an end.  

To go deeper 
Kurds evacuate Syrian town in 1st pullout of cease-fire- AP News 
US may now keep some troops in Syria to guard oil fields-  AP News 
Trump Said to Favor Leaving a Few Hundred Troops in Eastern Syria- NY Times 
U.S. Troops Withdrawing From Syria Draw Scorn- WSJ 

 

https://storage.googleapis.com/afs-prod/media/4b48bb8cbe174ad99c76e1eadd718730/1000.jpeg
https://www.apnews.com/406a5d997d4f4594b3310500e0958375
https://www.apnews.com/99d30a47a73f41f089e7ee4678c4ba2a
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/20/world/middleeast/trump-troops-syria-turkey.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-troops-cross-into-iraq-as-they-withdraw-from-syria-11571649101


Possible elections in Palestine 

 
PM Abbas- in the middle- and his cabinet. 

Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas has begun preparing for new 
elections- the first in the nation since 2006.  

A bit of context: 
● The possibility of an election is a great change in the region, and comes amidst 

other changes by Abbas, but it may be another bid for Abbas to remain in 
power. 

○ In the 1993 Oslo Peace Accords, the Palestinian National Authority 
(PNA) was created as a representative body to oversee the creation of a 
Palestinian State, at which point it would become the sovereign 
government of the State of Palestine.  

○ However, a competing organization, the Palestinian Liberation 
Organization (PLO), usurped some control from the PNA, damaging the 
reputations of both organizations. So in 2006 amidst this context, Abbas 
and the PNA decided to hold elections.  

○ The Hamas movement, a Fundamentalist-Palestinian-Islamist 
Organization, joined the elections and won. Abbas was then forced to 
choose between further disrupting Palestine’s democratic goals, or risk 
losing relations with Western nations that would not cooperate with 
Hamas. Abbas denounced the election results, splitting the PNA- which 
was partially controlled by Hamas at this point- and creating a lasting 
divide that still plagues Palestine. Abbas has been in power ever since. 

● Polling indicates that 35% of Palestinians want Abbas to resign and that, in an 
election, 46% of the vote would go to Ismail Haniyeh, a Hamas candidate.  

● The polling numbers are not good for Abbas, but there are many logistical 
hurdles to be dealt with before an election can even take place. 

● So by going through the motions of calling for an election that will not 
materialize and then blaming others when it does not, even if saying they will 

http://arabcenterdc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Abbas-Fateh-meeting_twt.jpg


be held accountable by “God, the international community and history,” Abbas 
can attempt to renew his power not through the ballot box but by arguing that 
his opponents and others made that path impossible. 

● We’ll know more in the coming weeks as Abbas makes his moves. 

To go deeper 
Abbas Calls for Elections, but will they be held? - Arab Center, Washington D.C.  
Abbas says he'll discuss elections with Hamas factions, but provides no timeline - 
Times of Israel  
For Palestinians, Israel's elections promise nothing but defeat - The Guardian 
'We're doomed anyway': Palestinians on Israeli elections - Aljazeera  

 

Lebanese take the streets to ask for change amid 
economic crisis 

 

Since October 17th, all parts of the diverse Lebanese society have gathered in the 
streets of Beirut and on the capital’s Martyrs Square to protest against the corruption 
of the political class and its inability to bring the country out of the current economic 
crisis it has experienced for years. 

What it means: 
● The crowd is made up of people living in indigence, while others are wealthy, of 

Christians, Muslims, young or old, confirming the Lebanese diversity cliché, all 
still hoping for a better future despite the lack of political action taken by the 

http://arabcenterdc.org/policy_analyses/abbas-calls-for-elections-but-will-they-be-held/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/abbas-says-hell-discuss-elections-with-hamas-factions-but-provides-no-timeline/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/sep/17/palestinians-israel-election-occupation-netanyahu
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/09/doomed-palestinians-israeli-election-190914175450685.html
https://www.middleeasteye.net/sites/default/files/styles/article_page/public/main-images/000_1BS9G9.jpg?itok=WQ-NEtZQ
https://www.courrierinternational.com/article/liban-qui-sont-les-milliers-de-personnes-qui-manifestent-beyrouth
https://www.courrierinternational.com/article/liban-qui-sont-les-milliers-de-personnes-qui-manifestent-beyrouth


ruling class. Waving Lebanon's national flag, some of them were wearing 
yellow vests in a nod to the French movement. 

● Demonstrators are asking for change, accusing politicians of having plundered 
the country.  

○ Their demands of change are linked to the country’s struggling 
economy, marked by a financial crisis due to a slowdown in capital 
inflow, resulting partly from the war in Syria.  

○ The neighboring conflict, as well as allegations of corruption, have 
caused economic growth in the region to plummet. Lebanese debt has 
accumulated for years and is now the third most important in the world 
behind Japan and Greece, at more than 150 percent of the country's 
gross domestic product. 

● Lebanese Prime Minister Saad al-Hariri announced on Sunday that the 
government would be rolling out a series of economic reforms to reduce the 
country’s debt and to make Lebanon more alluring to foreign investment.  

○ The reforms include privatizing the nation’s telecommunications 
industry, budget cuts- including salary cuts to all current and former 
members of the government- as well as a proposed $3.3 billion bail-out 
by the Lebanese Central Bank.  

To go deeper 
Liban.Qui sont les milliers de personnes qui manifestent à Beyrouth ?, Courrier International 
Thousands of Lebanese protest against failing economy and politicians in Beirut, Middle East             
Eye 
À Beyrouth, les manifestants libanais unis pour "obtenir un changement", France 24 
Lebanon: Protests over worsening economic crisis, al-Jazeera 

 

Chilean protests following fare hike for public 
transportation 
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https://www.france24.com/fr/20191021-manifestation-monstre-beyrouth-reclamer-changement-video
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/09/lebanon-protests-worsening-economic-crisis-190929181517574.html


 

Unrest sparked in Chile after the announcement of a rise in the price of subway ticket 
by a few cents, telling much about the inequalities that persist in the country. People 
took to the streets after this fare hike in public transportation which was the last straw 
of a general dissatisfaction. 

What it means: 
● Demonstrators banged pots as “an outcry against the rising cost of living, 

miserable pensions, relatively low wages, deficient health and education 
systems and costly and inefficient public utilities”, the New York Time says. 

○ According to OECD statistics of 2018, “Chile’s income inequality gap is 
more than 65% wider than the OECD average, with one of the highest 
ratios between the average income of the wealthiest 10% of its 
population and that of the poorest 10%”, which can explain why the 
outburst of the protests was so sudden. 

● The demonstrations rapidly turned to violence, with arson and looting. In the 
capital of Santiago violent protestors looted supermarkets and pharmacies, and 
set subway stations and buses on fire.  

○ The arson of a garment factory caused the death of five people 
yesterday. 

● In the face of this surge of violence, Chilean president Sebastián Piñera 
suspended the fare-hike late Saturday and declared a state of emergency for 
public disorders, the first since the return of democracy in the country in 1990, 
saying the country was at war. 

https://image.businessinsider.com/5dac78f1cc4a0a6a856536a4?width=1100&format=jpeg&auto=webp
https://www.oecd.org/economy/chile-should-use-upturn-to-address-low-productivity-and-high-inequality.htm
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2019/oct/20/protests-in-chile-against-cost-of-living-in-pictures
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● The government rapidly mobilized the army to regain control over the situation, 
issuing a curfew in the capital. But tanks and soldiers in the streets are a 
worrying picture for the population for whom the trauma of the 17 year-long 
military repression of the Pinochet era remains vivid. The demonstrations are 
the largest seen and the most destructive since this historical period, and its 
repression has led to hundreds of arrestations. 

 
To go deeper 
Protests in Chile against cost of living – in pictures, The Guardian 
After Fare Hike Stirs Violent Unrest in Chile, President Suspends It, The NYT 
Chile Army Issues New Curfew in Chilean Capital Santiago as Protests Continue, The             
NYT 
Chile protests: Five dead after looters torch garment factory, CNN 
Chile should use upturn to address low productivity and high inequality, OECD 

Bolivian election under scrutiny 

 
Incumbent President, Evo Morales appearing before a crowd of supporters 

Presidential elections in the Latin American country of Bolivia have been increasingly 
worrying Bolivians and foreign observers. 

What it means: 
● Incumbent President Evo Morales, who is seeking a fourth term, is accused of 

election fraud by his opponent Carlos Mesa.  
● Indeed, the electoral commission declared, based on 83% of the vote cast, 

Morales was ahead 45% to 38% for Mr. Mesa.  
● Morales is scared of facing a second round, which happens if he wins with less 

than a 10% margin. His worries are exalted by the fact that most of the other 
presidential candidates will probably call upon their voters to vote for Mr Mesa.  

https://www.nytimes.com/reuters/2019/10/20/world/americas/20reuters-chile-protests-curfew.html
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● Votes haven’t been updated since that 45-38% result, and Morales declared 
overwhelming victory.  

● The electoral commission has given no explanation as to why the vote count 
had stopped being updated.  

● Morales did achieve much during his presidency, including heavily fixing the 
economy and improving rights for Indiginous groups (he is indigenous himself). 
But after 14 years in power, people are worried about a slowing economy, a 
less effective presidency and especially Morales’ turn to authoritarianism. 

To go deeper 
Bolivia Presidential Candidate Warns of ‘Manipulation’ as Vote-Count Halts- NY 
Times 
 Bolivia: confusion over election results sparks fear and protests- The Guardian 

 

Canadian elections 

 
In 2019, Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau, right, Conservative Leader Andrew Scheer and NDP 

Leader Jagmeet Singh, left. 

Today, Canada voted in a tight and uncertain presidential (or Prime Ministerial) race.  

What it means: 
● The two main opponents are Justin Trudeau, the incumbent Prime Minister and 

leader of the Liberal Party, and Andrew Sheer, 40 years old and the leader of 
the Conservative party.  

● Mr Trudeau’s achievements in office include a gender-balanced cabinet, 
programs to get Canadian children out of poverty, and the legalization of 
euthanasia as well as canabis.  

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/21/world/americas/Bolivia-election-vote-count.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/21/bolivia-confusion-over-election-results-sparks-fear-and-protests
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○ However, his time in office has been plagued with scandals, especially 
recently. The recent blackface scandal made a lot of noise. The 
SNC-Lavalin scandal, in which Trudeau was accused of pressuring the 
attorney general not to pursue an investigation against a Quebec based 
construction company suspected to have paid bribes to Libyan officials, 
didn’t help either.  

● For now, analysts say both parties are polling at extremely close numbers, 
meaning none of them will be able to form a majority in government.  

○ Other parties include the New Democratic Party, polling at 18%, the 
Green Party at 8%, the Bloc Quebecois (a pro-Quebec independence 
party) at 7% and the People’s party (anti-immigration) at 2%.  

To go deeper 
2019 Election Polling Weekly updates on the race for control of Parliament- Politico 
Canada’s Election Is Today. Here’s What You Need to Know.- NY Times 
A political scandal surrounds Canadian PM Justin Trudeau. What's going on?- CNN 

 

That’s all for this week’s Good News edition, if you have any comments or 
suggestions, please email us at afterthoughtgroup@gmail.com! This weekly edition was 
produced by Timothy Motte, Mina Basmaci, Vincent Leroy, and Zachary Ernest. 
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